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FROM THE PRINCIPAL'S DESK
Welcome to this issue of The Beacon.
Time has indeed gone by very quickly. We are now at the start of Term 3 and before you
know it, we are zooming fast towards the end of our school year. With no pun intended, we
have been ‘zooming’ a lot lately due to the pandemic. Something not considered possible
before is now an everyday occurrence, and we are also ‘seeing’ more of each other even
though we are physically hundreds of kilometres apart.
We look now to the ‘new normal’:
more electronic communication, less face-to-face conversations;
increased Safe Management Measures (SMM), less handshakes and hugs;
more WhatsApp & WeChat virtual greeting cards and less phone calls; and
more chat groups but less warm-bodied friends.
Although the future looks rather uninspiring, we can still be inspired and transformed by the
Word of God. “… If God is for us, who can be against us?” (Romans 8:31)
We continue to thank God for His Grace and Mercy. He has blessed us with much, such as
physical improvements to our school. Apart from replacing the desks and chairs in the
classrooms, refreshing the school building with a new coat of paint, and upgrading most of
the classrooms’ doors with a bigger glass-paned window, we have more plans for
improvement in the pipeline.
Together, we have grown a little wiser. We have lived through the harsh challenges of the
COVID-19 pandemic. We are now better prepared.
I also wish to take this opportunity to
announce that to date, several Senior High
School St Francians from our WACE and IAL
programmes have received multiple offers
from
prestigious
global
and
local
universities, which include the Nanyang
Technological University, Singapore (refer to
pages 8-9 for the list of university offers
received)! We look forward to hearing more
good news from our other graduates.
I hope this will inspire all St Francians to
aspire to do well and more. Take care and
God bless, everyone.

MR WO
NG LO
K
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TERM HIGHLIGHTS
NEW YEAR, NEW US!
SFMS kicked off the new year with a fresh look and identity!
Website: We gave our our website a stylish makeover with eye-catching images, and inspiring stories
from students, staff and parents, among other exciting updates.
Logo: We have also refreshed our school logo, giving it a more youthful and vibrant vibe.
School Identity: From staff to students, everyone had cast their votes. A member of our SFMS family is
now known as ST FRANCIAN!

CLASS MOTTOS 2021
As part of their Orientation session, our Year 7 to 12
classes brainstormed and designed their own class
motto for the new year.
Proudly showcasing their class' colourful and
creative poster, representatives from each class
presented their motto and shared what it meant to
the class.
Prior to the presentation, Care Teachers provided
public speaking steps and tips to guide the
presenters along. During the presentation, some
classes came well-prepared with professional
recording equipment and some even had a DIY
teleprompter!
The various classes' motto presentations were
compiled and shown to the school. Throughout this
inspiring project, the students had fun working and
bonding with their classmates.
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TERM HIGHLIGHTS
METHODIST WALK 2021: ST FRANCIAN
WALK & JOG FOR A CAUSE
The Methodist Walk is a biennial fundraising
activity organised by the Methodist Schools’
Foundation (MSF), on behalf of the Methodist
schools in Singapore.
Traditionally, representatives from all 15 Methodist
schools gather to walk together and raise money
for the individual needs of their schools. Due to the
pandemic, this year’s Methodist Walk was
conducted differently. Each school organised their
own activities to raise funds.
At SFMS, we aimed to raise funds for the SFMS
Bursary/Financial Assistance Scheme. We have
seen how the pandemic has adversely affected
some of the parents, resulting in them
experiencing difficulties in financing their
children’s education. We want each and every
student to continue learning, regardless of their
circumstances.
To meet our fundraising objectives and target, we
sought the support of family, friends, and
education partners to donate and/or tell others
about our fundraising campaign through our
fundraising page on Giving.sg

Our staff also played their part by clocking in their
personal walking/jogging distances. Through the
collective effort of St Francians, we have exceeded
our targeted distance!
In appreciation of the students and staff’s efforts
and generous contributions to the MethodistWalk
2021, MSF treated St Francians to ice cream on 9
April 2021.

St Francians also played their part by particpating
in a special St Francian Walk & Jog for a Cause
activity that had a distance-based goal of 1,500
man-kilometres.
During their PE lessons, the Primary Section
students walked around the school compound,
while the High School students walked to the
Singapore Quarry. All the students were in high
spirits throughout their walk/jog because they
knew they were doing good work.
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TERM HIGHLIGHTS
Everyone was treated to a compilation of
entertaining performances by our students and
teachers via Zoom. The performances included a
lively music video by Class 11D1, skits by our Primary
Programme students, a showcase of our students’
amazing paper-cutting art, and more.
The students also received red packets containing
CNY wishes written by the Bukit Panjang
Methodist Church (BPMC) members. The
celebration ended with the class representatives
presenting mandarin oranges to their Care
Teachers.

CNY CELEBRATION
It was a bustling reopening of school after the
Chinese New Year holidays.
There was an air of festivity with cheery Chinese
New Year decorations and songs livening up the
campus, and jovial CNY greetings being
exchanged. Students and staff also came dressed
in their best red or festive attire.
The hour-long celebration via Zoom started with
the sounding of the gong by Principal Mr Wong.

ANNUAL ENGLISH WEEK
Our Years 7 to 12 students enjoyed English fun
facts and other fun-filled activities during SFMS'
English Week (22-26 February).
Organised annually by our English Language
teachers, English Week aims to promote the
learning of the English Language through
interesting and engaging ways, and raise the
awareness of the importance of using Standard
English, in speaking as well as in writing. This
initiative has helped guide our students towards
being more competent and confident in English.
During this week-long period, our students
participated in exciting educational games and
quizzes, such as charades.
They also designed creative “Speak Good English”
posters, shared reflections, such as why speaking
good English is important, and more.
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TERM HIGHLIGHTS
IBDP STUDENTS' BLOOD DONATION
EXPERIENCE
6 of our International Baccalaureate Diploma
Programme students from Class 12D1 were at the
Westgate Blood Donation Centre on 19 March to
donate blood, and 4 donated successfully. This
blood donation effort was also part of their
Creativity, Activity, Service (CAS) module.
Despite the apprehension they had as first-time
donors, these students went through the entire
process bravely, knowing that what they were
doing can help save someone’s life. They were
accompanied by their teacher, Ms Chong Choon
Lee, who is a repeat donor herself.

PRIMARY SECTION 2ND
ANNIVERSARY
SFMS’ Primary Section turned two on 25 March
2021!
Our Primary Programme (Years 1-6) was launched
in 2019 with only 8 students. We have grown
exponentially since, and have about 170 lively and
enthusiastic young learners with us today.

“I took courage and told myself to face the
challenge. After the doctor examined me, I waited
to be called. When it was my turn, I was told to
make myself comfortable on the thickly
cushioned reclining chair while the nurse
prepared to apply anaesthetic to my arm. I tried
to be as relaxed as possible. Surprisingly, it did not
hurt at all when the nurse inserted the big needle.
It took about 5-10 minutes for the blood bag to be
completely full. I was so comfortable on the seat
and did not feel any pain at all! After donating,
we moved to the refreshment area to drink sweet
drinks and eat snacks to replenish our energy. I
was delighted that the blood I had donated will
be able to save 3 lives! Now I am confident that I
will donate blood again. I intend to become a
regular donor so that I can help save many more
lives.”
Christasya Amelie
12D1 (IBDP)

Last year, our pioneer batch of Year 6 students
achieved stellar results for their Checkpoint exams
(see Page 8).
We thank parents and guardians for entrusting
these young lives to us, and our staff and education
partners for rendering invaluable support. We look
forward to creating more momentous milestones
and wonderful memories together in the years to
come. All glory to God!
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TERM HIGHLIGHTS
Addition of over 300 interesting new titles to
the School's Learning Resource Centre!
These books have been carefully calibrated to
students of differing language abilities. Carefully
arranged and categorised by increasing levels of
difficulty, students are appropriately directed to
the range of books suitable to their reading levels
so as to systematically lead them to improve their
reading and comprehension skillsets via natural
progression.
Inclusion of a library rack in every classroom
Motivated by the vibrant display and accessibility
of the books, our students are now enjoying their
reading more than ever!

RAMP UP OF PRIMARY SECTION'S
ENGLISH PROGRAMME
The SFMS Primary Section has enhanced its
English programme with the implementation of
the below new initiatives::
Subscription to The Little Red Dot (TLRD)
Catering to younger readers, this is a publication
from The Straits Times. Utilising TLRD as a study
tool, our English Language teachers have been
engaging students in interactive and informative
discussions as well as group presentations. As a
result, our Primary Section students were able to
become more informed about current affairs and
at the same time, to broaden their general
knowledge, perspectives and critical thinking
skills.
Introduction of a Literature component to the
English curriculum
Each student has had the opportunity to read an
award-winning story book from the “I Love
Literature” series and to learn more about the
story through an accompanying activity book.

Have a QUESTION, FEEDBACK or THUMBS-UP for
the school or anyone at school? Tell us at:

bit.ly/HelloSFMS
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ACHIEVEMENTS

Congratulations,
YEAR 6 CHECKPOINT
RESULTS
The Class of 2020 Year 6
cohort
has
achieved
stellar results for their
checkpoint exams. They
fared better than their
global counterparts. The
checkpoint exams are set,
marked and graded by
Cambridge
Assessment
International
Education
(CAIE).

YEAR 12 WACE RESULTS (CLASS OF 2020)
A shoutout to Class of 2020 Year 12 students for their wonderful achievement in their Western Australia
Certificate of Education (WACE) exams — with the highest score of ATAR 94.45 by Wang Yilin.
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ACHIEVEMENTS
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(more to come!)
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# Rankings based on QS World Rankings 2021
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ACHIEVEMENTS
The schoolwide "Proud To Be St Francian"
Photo Contest was organised in end March
2021 to showcase the St Francian spirit and
creativity.
Thanks to the support of students, parents
and staff, we have received over 40 amazing
submissions, out of which 15 were
shortlisted for voting by our students and
staff.
Voting was conducted online and had
garnered more than 390 responses!
Check out the winning entries and see who
a St Francian is through our contest winners'
eyes.

PRIMARYCATEGORY
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St Francians like to study hard and play hard
St Francians are helpful. St Francians love God.
St Francians like to pray. St Francians like to play
gentle. St Francians like to help teachers.

St Francians like to study. St Francians are hardworking.
SFMS is the best school ever!
By Gino, Enoch, Jiacheng & Zirui (2C2)
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ACHIEVEMENTS
HIGH SCHOOLCATEGORY
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Tie your hair raise our awareness

As members are of SFMS family, we all
share our love and hardship.
Encouraging others to be disciplined is
the key to a proper learning
environment.
By Phùng Du Long (10S1)

1st

St Francians

STAFFCATEGORY

showing the value of
Respect towards one another as they
build relationship by showing care and
compassion. Having a meaningful and
engaging
another
display

is

conversation
important

appreciation

between
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St
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Francians

everyone

is

unique and special.
By

Mr

Muhammed

Sabri

Mahmod,

Teacher (Primary Section)

2nd

"Smiley” Faces of
St Francians!

Smiling faces of St Francians behind
the masks
By SFMS Finance Department
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SPOTLIGHT: SFMS VICE-PRINCIPALS
It is an extremely exciting time for the primary section at St
Francis Methodist School. There are many exciting plans in the
works ahead! We are still starting up and there is still much to do.
It is good to have a wonderful and dedicated team of teachers
and staff with the primary section because I would not be able to
do it all by myself. I am also thankful of the support from parents
and the cheery smiles and waves I get from the primary students
as I walk around the school. It is a feeling for belonging and of
family. A St Francian family!

MR MELVIN SIM
Vice Principal, Primary Section

I have always believed that learning can and should be fun.
There is so much that can be done and learnt. It should not be
driven by exam marks nor should it be confined by textbooks
and assessment books. One of my school mottos is Ancora
imparo — “I am still learning” and there is so much out there to
be learnt and enjoyed.
“And I am sure of this, that he who began a good work in you will
bring it to completion at the day of Jesus Christ.” ~Philippians 1:6

2021: A year of opportunities. The year I joined St Francis
Methodist School. Here, I have experienced vibrancy,
excitement, and much positivity! Colleagues and students alike
welcomed me warmly, and I am still in awe! This year, I am also
looking forward to starting my Master in Education (MED). We
should all aspire to lifelong learning, and even more so for me
since I am in the education industry. So, let us strive towards our
goals, big or small. It is indeed a year of opportunities!
MDM NG WAN NAH
Vice Principal, High School

As the Covid-19 pandemic enters the 2nd year, change is
constant and for us in the Corporate Department, we need to
review our respective department's work processes to enable the
school as a whole to adapt seamlessly to the changing operating
environment and the new normal. Building and nurturing
relationships, innovation, and continuous improvement should
always be the center of what we do, so that we progress
collectively as one team — SFMS. We will continue to streamline
work processes to enhance efficiency and effectiveness and
where possible, leveraging IT solutions. The clarion call has been
sounded and we march ahead!
MR LIM FONG HIM
Vice Principal, Corporate
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CHRISTIAN MINISTRY
GOOD NEWS DAY PRIMARY 2021
Good News Day Primary, organised for the Primary
Section, was held on 9 April 2021. Reverend Nicholas
Choo started the session by leading our students in a fun
time of games and songs. Our students were participative
and enthusiastic in playing the games, doing the actions
of the verse, and dancing along to the song!
Reverend Choo then shared with our students the
incredible story of Good Friday and Easter using magic
tricks. He amazed our students by changing white rings
into rings of 3 different colours! Through the tricks,
Reverend Choo shared about how Jesus died on the cross
for our sins, and because of Jesus’ death, we will no longer
have to be separated from God and can now go to Him.
Not only that, Jesus is more powerful than death and he
rose from the dead on the 3rd day.
At the end of his presentation, Reverend Choo magically
joined the three rings together to make 1 ring! He shared
that when we believe in Jesus, we will have eternal life
and be with God forever in heaven.
Thank God for the interesting session where our students
can learn and respond to the message of God’s love.

Hi, we are the Christian Ministry team!
If you would like a listening ear or prayer, you
are welcome to visit us at the
Student Activity Centre, Level 1.
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Name: Tiara Lanchenbi
Ningombam (India)
Level: Year 4
Joined SFMS: March 2021
Scored the highest in her
class for SA1 Maths.

Mr Ningombam Vikram Singh
& Mdm Reena Akoijam,
parents of Tiara
"We are so glad Tiara has adapted to her
new environment well. Her doing well
in academics in a short period is like a
bonus for parents. We are very thankful
to the teachers and staff for their
patience and devotion to new very
young students. These are foundation
building years and we are looking
forward to some exciting years ahead."

SCHOOL CALENDAR

Term 4

Term 3
28 June, 1 & 6 July

13 September

School re-opens for Term 3 (staggered)

School re-opens for Term 4

20 July

7 October

Public Holiday (Hari Raya Haji)

Children's Day Celebration

30 July

8 OCtober

SFMS Thanksgiving Service &
Celebration

School Holiday (Children's
Day - Primary Section only)

6 August

October (to be advised)

National Day Celebration

Graduation Services

9 August

4 November

Public Holiday (National Day)

Public Holiday (Deepavali)

10 August

20 November-31 December

School Holiday (National Day)

Year-end School Holidays

2 September

Teachers' Day Celebration
3 September

School Holiday (Teachers' Day)
4-12 September

Term Break

+65 6760 0889

*School events are subject to change

marketing@sfms.edu.sg

St Francis Methodist School
492 Upper Bukit Timah Road
Singapore 678095
Images featured in this issue were taken before
COVID-19 and/or the Phase 2 (Heightened Alert).

www.sfms.edu.sg
Connect with us!

ID: st_francis1960

